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3-D BODY SCAN

THE 3-D BODY
SCAN ASSESSES:

NON-INVASIVE FDA APPROVED
We are able to get an accurate, in-depth look at your body functions and risk factors from
internal organs to brain function. All you need to do is put your feet and hands on metal plates
and we will put electrodes on your forehead. The scan does 50,000 calculations per second.

F A S T

Generates 3-D modeling images of organs in less than 5 minutes.
The 3-D Body Scan is non-invasive and uses no radiation or
ultrasound in identifying premature aging factorsand root cause
of disease.

3-D BODY SCAN

949-387-6888 (OFFICE)

C O M P R E H E N S I V E

The 3-D Body Scan looks at every major organ and body system;
including digestive,cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous system.
Shows brain function, hormone and insulin levels including
vitamin, mineral and enzyme deficiencies. Also offers Biofeedback
treatment.

A C C U R A T E

The unique feature of the 3-D Body Scan is that it is the only
procedure known to actually measure function and risk factors for
your body systems. It can detect over 200 parameters of the human
body, with an amazing 87% accuracy.

P R O V E N

Before reaching the U.S. market-place, the 3-D Body Scan was
calibrated using over 20,000 clinical study tests from individuals and
subsequent tests from patients with a wide-variety of pathologies.
WHAT DOES IT DO?
WHAT IS A 3D
BODY SCAN?

• Reasons for Fatigue
• Cardiovascular System
• Thyroid Function
• Weight Loss Obstacles
• Digestive System
• Type II Diabetes
• Immune System
• Organ Vitality
• Hormone Balance
• Renal Disorders
• Prostate Disorders
• Erectile Dysfunction
• Food Sensitivities
• Nervous System
• Inflammation
• ADHD and Depression
• PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
• Brain Neurotransmitter Status
• Pre-screens for Diabetes
• Pre-screens for Cardiovascular Issues
Plus Many More…
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WHAT IS A 3D
BODY SCAN?
The 3-D Body Scan is one of the most powerful risk-assessment tools currently
available. It is designed to give the patient a detailed evaluation of body functions. It
has four FDA approved technologies in one: Pulse Oximetry, Body Composition,
Heart Rate Variablity and Galvanic Skin Response Devices; all in one specifically
designed software.
By using this medical software, we are able to get results in less than 5 minutes that
would usually take an hour.

WHAT DOES IT DO?
After your scan, your data will be analyzed by the software. Your results will be
compared with a large database to produce an accurate evaluation of your current
health status.

WHAT INFORMATION
DO I GET?
This scan is designed to give the patients and their physicians an idea of what action
needs to be taken or if other clinical tests may be needed, saving time, money and
worry.
Aging starts from the inside out, actually from within the cells. Everyone knows that
they are different. Therefore, the silent processes inside your body that makes you
age faster are also unique. Did you ever wonder what makes some people age faster?
How can you slow down, delay or stop these processes? Do you know that 95% of all
silent aging processes can be easily reversed without medications or surgery?
The 3-D Body Scan can determine these silent processes inside your body. For some it
can be just lack of specific vitamins and minerals or certain food items, for others, it
may be organs and body systems. Knowledge is power. You are as old as your oldest
system or organ.
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949-387-6888 (OFFICE)

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Data from the 3-D Body Scanner's 4 different input devices are matched against a
database from over 35,000 patients. This pattern matching helps identify changes to
what is considered baseline functioning.
This 3-D Body Scan combines the bio-impedance (analysis of conductivity and
electrical resistance in tissues) with pulse oximetry and heart rate variability device.
This software provides valuable information on the status of living tissues. The
information and results of this software do not substitute conventional laboratory
tests and other necessary medical tests.
This bio-impedance technology measures the altered body composition that is the
causal factor for most chronic diseases. It looks at every major organ and system.
These include the digestive, cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous system. It also
shows brain function, hormones, insulin levels, along with vitamin, mineral and
enzyme deficiencies. The 3-D Body Scan incorporates multiple medical devices
whose output is analyzed through our incredibly powerful software to give you a
comprehensive health analysis in minutes. This medical device also offers Biofeedback treatment. What is best about the 3-D Body Scan is the ability to pick up
problems early, while you can still make changes. It serves as a powerful adjunct to
traditional lab tests while able to measure areas that traditional lab tests cannot
measure.

